ADDENDUM: 2009 - 2011

Chronological List of LSU School of Renewable Natural Resources Graduates 1926-2008
Prepared by Dr. Paul Y. Burns, Prof. Emeritus, School of RNR, Dec. 26, 2008

Shows year of graduation, name of the degree granted, and academic major within the degree. This list is one of two lists Dr. Burns prepared this month of RNR graduates 1926-2008. The arrangement of names in this list is chronological, year by year, beginning with Bryant A. Bateman, who received his BSF degree in 1926, and ending with 2008; within the year, the names are arranged alphabetically.

The other list is alphabetical beginning with Jasmi Bin Abdul.

Codes used for degrees:
BSF or BSfor = Bachelor of Science in Forestry
BSwf = Bachelor of Science, major in wildlife & fisheries
BSwd sc & ut = Bachelor of Science, major in wood science and utilization
BSnre or BSnrem = Bachelor of Science, major in natural resource ecology & management
MFor MSfor = Master of Forestry
MSGM= Master of Science in Game Management
MSfi= Master of Science, major in fisheries
MSfo= Master of Science, major in forestry
MSfo & ent = Master of Science, majors in forestry and entomology (only one granted, 1927)
MSfpt= Master of Science, major in forest products technology
MSwi= Master of Science, major in wildlife
PhDfo= Doctor of Philosophy, major in forestry
PhDwfs= Doctor of Philosophy, major in wildlife and fisheries science.

Names of students used: Dr. Burns used the name of the student at the time of graduation. Where it was known, the full name of the student is shown.

Criterion for listing: All students who majored in a subject offered in the School and were awarded the degree during the period 1926 through 2008 are listed. There is one exception: The late R. Vance Miles, Jr. did not complete his BSF degree in 1932 as scheduled, but he was a leader in forest industry and an active supporter of the School throughout his life, so he continues to be listed as an alumnus. The School faculty did not discover that he had not received his degree until the mid 1970s.

Number of degrees granted 1926-2008: Grand total 3,048, including 2,025 bachelor degrees, 895 master degrees, and 128 doctorates.

Addendum to list: 2009 – 2011 prepared in 2012 by Mary Bowen, Research Associate and webmaster of the RNR website (http://www.rnr.lsu.edu)

Number of degrees granted 2008 - 2011: including 57 bachelor degrees, 28 master degrees, and 8 doctorates, for a total of 93 degrees.

Grand total for the years 1926 through 2011 is 3,141

2009 Graduates
Kevin McHenry Borne, 2009 BSfor
Devin Eby-Bosler, 2009 BSnrem
Jean Jacques Boudreaux, Jr., 2009 BSfor
Bonnie J. W. Britt, 2009 BSnrem
Tianchuan Du, 2009 MSfor
Russell Barton Freeland, Jr., 2009 BSnrem
Whitney Paige Gayle, 2009 BSnrem
Randy Edward Graves, Jr., 2009 BSfor
Erin Monique Herbez, 2009 MSwi
Daniel Christopher Holloway, 2009 MSwi
Meya Voorhies Hill, 2009 BSnrem
Hunter Lee Hutchinson, 2009 BSfor
Joel Casey Kaufman, 2009 BSnrem
Edward Lee Patterson, IV, 2009 BSnrem
Elizabeth Constance Pope, 2009 BSnrem
Alex James Richard, 2009 BSnrem
David Joseph Smith, 2009 BSfor
Ian Joseph Stone, 2009 BSfor
Justin Wilder Thayer, 2009 MSwi
Jonathon Joseph Valente, 2009 MSwi
Fugui Wang, 2009 PhDfor
Christine Elizabeth Wolf, 2009 BSnrem

2010 Graduates
Howard Albert Adams, IV, 2010 BSnrem
Taylor Glen Allgood, 2010 BSnrem
Jennifer Elise Atilano, 2010 BSnrem
Charles Michael Belue, 2010 BSnrem
Joshua Joseph Bourgeois, 2010 BSnrem
Matthew Edward Brooks, 2010 MSwi
Kristopher Ryan Brown, 2010, MSfor
Daniel John Burke, 2010 BSnrem
Charmaine Louise Burg, 2010 BSnrem
Wesley Michael Burnside, 2010 MSwi
Jaimie Marie Dampier, 2010 BSnrem
Mackenzie P. Dupuis, 2010 BSnrem
Max White Ervin, 2010 BSnrem
Melissa Ann Fries, 2010 MSfi
Steven Cory Garrard, 2010 BSnrem
Katherine Michelle Gautreaux, 2010 BSnrem
Charlotte Ann Gerald, 2010, MSfor
Brett Joseph Gianelloni, 2010 BSfor
Jacob Marshall Gray, 2010 MSwi
Scott Ross Gomez, 2010 BSfor
John Alexander Gordon, 2010 MSfi
Bernard Thorpe Halloran, 2010 PhDwifi
Ashley Elizabeth Hingle, 2010 BSnrem
Johany Yonara Howard, 2010 BSnrem
Matthew Frederick Huber, 2010 BSnrem
Victoria Danielle Ippolito, 2010 MSfi
Puskar Nath Khanal, 2010, MSfor
Timothy Charles Kimmel, 2010 MSwi
Cecilia Marie Leumas, 2010 MSwi
Daniel Allen Lovell, 2010 BSnrem
Peter D. Markos, 2010 MSfi
Thomas Andrew McClelland, 2010 BSnrem
Ryan David Mesmer, 2010, MSfor
Christina Michelle Perez, 2010 BSnrem
April E. Newman, 2010 MSfor
Alessandra Michelle Nicotera, 2010 BSnrem
Austin Turner Humphries, 2010 MSfi
Matthew Randall Pieron, 2010, PhDwifi
Adam Jacob Rentrop, 2010 BSnrem
Morgan Alyse Richardson, 2010 BSnrem
Lauren Diane Smith, 2010 BSfor
Joshua Thomas Sylvester, 2010 BSnrem
Brent Joseph Tassin, II, 2010 BSfor
Richard Allen Temple, Jr., 2010 BSnrem
Vanessa Danielle Tobias, 2010 PhDwifi
Rachel Katherine Villani, 2010 MSwi
Warren Nicolas Virgets, III, 2010 BSnrem
Bin Yu, 2010 MSfor
Biao Zhong, 2010 PhDfor
2011 Graduates
Melissa Ann Auzine, 2011 BSnrem
Brett Allen Borne, 2011 BSnrem
Charles Alexander Brown, 2011 MSfi
Michael Paul Coulon, 2011 BSnrem
Kelsey Leigh Daroca, 2011 BSnrem
Elise Claire Desonier, 2011 BSnrem
Joshua Lee Grace, 2011 MSwi
Carolyn Marie Haworth, 2011 BSnrem
Sophia Clare Hegmann, 2011 BSnrem
Erik Ivan Kimberg Johnson, 2011 PhDwifi
Casey Gerard Juneau, 2011 BSfor
Derrick Daniel Klimesh, 2011 MSfor
Joshua Nicholas LeBouef, 2011 BSnrem
Ross Brice Messer, 2011 BSnrem
Derek Allen Nicholas, 2011 BSnrem
Polwattage Kushil Priyan Perera, 2011 PhDfor
Rangika Thilaksri Perera, 2011 PhDfor
Krishna Prasad Poudel, 2011 MSfor
William Sheftall, IV, 2011 MSfi
Matthew Kirk Songy, 2011 BSnrem
Courtney Joye Staudermann, 2011 BSnrem
Yiying Yue, 2011 MSfor